100 Things To Do With A Puppy in 100 Days
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Open the door to a guest
Visit a friend or family member
Meet neighbors
Meet elderly people
Meet other family members at home
Meet people of different genders and races
Meet children
Meet teenagers and toddlers
Meet people carrying packages, deliveries
See mail carrier
See people on bicycles
See people on skateboards/wheels
See people in hats or helmets
See people wearing glasses or sunglasses
Meet the veterinarian
Meet the dog groomer (outside)
Meet members of the veterinary team
See trash collectors outside with garbage truck
See people in costumes
Meet men and women of different shapes and sizes
See outdoor critters
Meet other cats/dogs/puppies as allowed
Hear dogs barking
Hear cats meowing
Hear birds chirping
Hear airplanes
Hear trucks/motorcycles
Get exposed to a thunderstorm
Listen to fireworks
Hear sirens
Hear a car starting up (while in the vehicle)
Hear a car horn
Hear the radio/music playing
Listen to people clapping
Hear people shouting
Hear car doors opening and closing
The sounds of utensils and other items dropping
Listen to microwave beeping
Hear and see bathwater running
Hear smoke alarm beeping
Listen to doorbell ringing
Listen to knocking on a door
Hear pots and pans clanging/being used
Vacuum cleaner sound
Your hairdryer sound
Umbrella opening and closing
Visit a car wash
Watch airplanes in the sky
People and dog watch at a local park (from the car)
Visit a playground (from the car)

51. Watch a construction site in action
52. Visit a bus station (stay in your car)
53. Drive over a bridge
54. Sit near a shopping mall
55. See a fire (fireplace, campsite)
56. Watch car windows open and close
57. Visit a pet supply store
58. Make puppy playdates
59. Attend puppy training and socialization class
60. Teach them to allow your hands in/on their food
61. Take various toys away without them snapping
62. Run your fingers along gum line with gauze
63. Hold head still
64. Touch legs, stomach, tush, belly, chest, back
65. Feel bathwater on their skin and fur
66. Touch their ears and get them used to it
67. Trim their nails or have a vet or groomer do it
68. Your hand in puppy’s mouth to examine gums
69. Exposure to a hairdryer on his coat
70. Head to tail exam for lumps and bumps
71. Exposure to different textures of puppy toys
72. Stairs
73. Elevator
74. Being okay around fans, heaters, air conditioner
75. Exposure to washer and dryer
76. Dry off with towel after bath
77. Sleeping in his kennel or crate
78. Sleeping on doggy bed
79. Exposure to mop and/or vacuum
80. Seeing his own reflection
81. Mealtime behavior and etiquette
82. Refrain from jumping on people
83. Submissive urination prevention
84. Playing with toys/fetch
85. Basic commands (sit, his name, etc.)
86. Where food and water bowls are located
87. Potty training
88. Appropriate things on which to chew
89. Socializing with other puppy friendly dogs
90. Sleeping arrangements
91. Wearing and putting on a collar
92. Wearing and putting on a harness
93. Wearing and putting on canine apparel
94. Wearing and putting on dog boots/paw protection
95. Hear the television playing
96. Touch their paws and in between toes
97. Brush their coat
98. Use a baby toothbrush on their teeth
99. Wipe and clean paws with towel (think mud)
100. Being picked up by strangers (with permission)
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